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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a breather device for a hand-held type four-cycle engine that is used as a
power source mainly for trimmers and chain saws.
[0002] The breather device of an engine separates oil from a blow-by gas that has leaked from a combustion chamber
into a crankcase chamber and returns the extracted oil to a oil reservoir chamber and at the same time feeds the gas
to an intake system or releases it into the atmosphere. In the conventional breather device, as shown for example in
EP 0779412 , when the engine is used in an inverted position, the oil separated from the blow-by gas in a gas-liquid
separation chamber does not return to the oil reservoir chamber swiftly and may instead mix with the blow-by gas and
get discharged into a breather passage.
[0003] The present invention provides a breather device for an engine comprising a gas-liquid separation chamber
communicating with a crankcase chamber in an engine, a control valve installed in a communicating passage between
the crankcase chamber and the gas-liquid separation chamber to pass positive pulsating pressures generated in the
crankcase chamber, a breather passage to open the gas-liquid separation chamber to an intake system of the engine
or to the atmosphere, first and second oil suction holes arranged below and above an inner end of the breather passage
which opens into the gas-liquid separation chamber, and an oil passage to communicate the first and second oil suction
holes to an oil reservoir chamber having a pressure lower than that of the gas-liquid separation chamber.
[0004] Thus, the first oil suction holes are situated lower than the inner end of the breather passage when the engine
is held upright and, when the engine is held upside down, the second oil suction holes are situated below the inner
end. Hence, the oil separated from the blow-by gas and liquefied in the gas-liquid separation chamber can be drawn
through the first or second oil suction holes into the oil reservoir chamber, reliably assuring the return of oil and pre-
venting the oil from mixing again with the blow-by gas flowing out into the breather passage, irrespective of whether
the engine is in a normal upright position or an inverted position.
[0005] Preferably, winding paths are formed between the inlet of the gas-liquid separation chamber and the breather
passage.
[0006] Thus the blow-by gas that has flowed into the gas-liquid separation chamber can be effectively separated
into gas and liquid by the winding paths before the gas reaches the breather passage.
[0007] In a preferred embodiment a suction chamber communicating with the oil passage is formed above the gas-
liquid separation chamber with a separation wall therebetween, the separation wall is formed with suction tubes com-
municating with the suction chamber, the first oil suction holes formed at lower ends of the suction tubes are set close
to a bottom wall of the gas-liquid separation chamber, and the second oil suction holes communicating the gas-liquid
separation chamber and the suction chamber with each other are formed in the separation wall.
[0008] With this preferred embodiment, the first and second oil suction holes can easily be formed, enhancing the
productivity.
[0009] A further preferred embodiment provides that a bottom wall of a valve operation chamber communicating with
the crankcase chamber through the control valve is formed with small holes communicating with the oil reservoir cham-
ber, and a ceiling portion of the valve operation chamber is formed with the gas-liquid separation chamber communi-
cating with the valve operation chamber and also formed with third oil suction holes communicating with the oil passage.
[0010] The blow-by gas can thus be separated into gas and liquid also in the valve operation chamber before it enters
the gas-liquid separation chamber. The oil separated and liquefied in the valve operation chamber can be returned to
the oil reservoir chamber through the small holes when the engine is held upright and through the third oil suction holes
when the engine is held upside down.
[0011] The valve operation chamber is preferably formed with winding paths communicating the valve operation
chamber to an inlet of the gas-liquid separation chamber.
[0012] Thus the blow-by gas in the valve operation chamber can be effectively separated into gas and liquid by the
winding paths even before it reaches the gas-liquid separation chamber.
[0013] Thus the present invention provides a breather device for an engine that can quickly and reliably return the
oil separated from the blow-by gas in the gas-liquid separation chamber to the oil reservoir chamber, irrespective of
whether the engine is in a normal upright position or an inverted position.
[0014] A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be described by way of example only and with reference to
the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing one example use of a hand-held four-cycle engine having a breather device
of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a front, vertical cross section of the four-cycle engine.
Figs. 3 to 8 are cross sections taken along the lines 3-3 to 8-8 of Fig. 2.
Fig. 9 is an enlarged vertical cross section of an essential portion of Fig. 2.
Fig. 10 is a cross section taken along a line 10-10 of Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11 is a cross section taken along a line 11-11 of Fig. 10.
Fig. 12 is a cross section taken along a line 12-12 of Fig. 9.

[0015] As shown in Fig. 1, a hand-held type four-cycle engine E is mounted to a drive unit as a power source of a
power trimmer T. During the operation of the power trimmer T, a cutter which is equipped in the power trimmer is
directed in various directions according to an operation state of the power trimmer and the engine E is also held in a
variety of positions, for example, it may be tilted greatly or held upside down.
[0016] In Figs. 2 and 3, an engine body 1 of the engine E has a carburetor 2 and an exhaust muffler 3 at the front
and rear portions thereof. An air cleaner 4 is installed at an inlet of an intake passage of the carburetor 2. At the bottom
of the engine body 1 is mounted a fuel tank 5. The carburetor 2 has a diaphragm pump that utilizes pressure pulsations
of a crankcase chamber described later to pump fuel from the fuel tank 5 and return excess fuel to the fuel tank 5, so
that the fuel can be supplied to an intake port no matter which position the engine E assumes.
[0017] In Figs. 2 and 3, the engine body 1 comprises a cylinder block 6 and a crankcase 7 joined to the lower end
surface of the cylinder block 6. The cylinder block 6 has a single cylinder 9 accommodating a piston 8 at the center
thereof and a number of cooling fins 10 of an outer circumference of the cylinder block 6.
[0018] The crankcase 7 has a pair of upper and lower crankcase halves 7a, 7b joined to each other by a plurality of
bolts 11 arranged along the periphery of the crankcase halves. A crankshaft 13 connected to the piston 8 through a
connecting rod 12is supported between the crankcase halves 7a, 7b as follows.
[0019] The upper crankcase half 7a has a pair of left and right upper journal support walls 14, 14' formed integrally
therewith and extending vertically down from a ceiling wall thereof. The lower crankcase half 7b has a pair of left and
right lower journal support walls 15, 15' formed integrally therewith and rising from its bottom wall opposed to the upper
journal support walls 14, 14'. The left journal portion of the crankshaft 13 is held between the upper and lower journal
support walls 14, 15 on the left side of the crankcase 7 through a plain bearing 16. The right journal portion of the
crankshaft 13 is held between the upper and lower journal support walls 14', 15' on the right side of the crankcase 7
through a ball bearing 17. The upper and lower journal support walls 14, 14' and 15, 15' are formed with a total of four
substantially parallel bolt holes 18 vertically piercing the crankcase 7 with the plane bearing 16 or ball bearing 17
interposed therebetween. Four stud bolts 19 passing through these bolt holes 18 are screwed into the lower end surface
of the cylinder block 6. Nuts 20 are screwed over the lower ends of the stud bolts 19 projecting from the lower surface
of the crankcase 7 to fasten the upper and lower journal support walls 14, 14' and 15, 15' with each other and also the
cylinder block 6 and the crankcase 7 with each other.
[0020] This connecting structure does not interfere with the cooling fins 10 formed at the outer circumference of the
cylinder block 6, so that the number and width of the cooling fins 10 can freely be selected, thereby sufficiently enhancing
the air-cooling effect of the engine E. It can also increase the support rigidity for the crankshaft 13 of the crankcase 7.
[0021] Oil seals 21, 21' are attached to the portion where the crankshaft 13 passes through the end walls of the
crankcase 7.
[0022] The interior of the crankcase 7 is divided by the upper and lower journal support walls 14, 14' and 15, 15' into
an oil reservoir chamber 22 at the left, a crankcase chamber 23 at the center, and a valve operation chamber 24 at
the right, as shown in Fig. 2. The crankcase chamber 23 accommodates a crank portion 13a of the crankshaft 13. The
oil reservoir chamber 22 stores a predetermined amount of lubricating oil O, which is disturbed and splashed by an oil
slinger 25 secured to the crankshaft 13.
[0023] As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, the oil slinger 25 comprises a boss 25a fitted over the crankshaft 13 and a plurality
of long-arm blades 25b and short-arm blades 25c projecting from the outer periphery of the boss 25a, the front ends
of the blades 25b, 25c being bent axially in opposite directions.
[0024] The oil slinger 25 of the above construction can agitate the oil in the oil reservoir chamber 22 by the rotating
blades 25b, 25c to generate oil mist at all times whatever attitude the engine E assumes.
[0025] The valve operation chamber 24 extends through one side of the cylinder block 6 up to its head portion, and
an upper part of the valve operation chamber 24 can be opened and closed by a head cover 26 of synthetic resin joined
to the head of the cylinder block 6 by a bolt 54.
[0026] As shown in Figs. 2 and 5, the head portion of the cylinder block 6 is formed with an intake and exhaust ports
27, 28 communicating with the carburetor 2 and the exhaust muffler 3 and is also provided with an intake and an
exhaust valve 29, 30 that opens and closes the intake and exhaust port 27, 28 respectively. A valve operating device
31 for opening and closing the intake and exhaust valves 29, 30 is installed in the valve operation chamber 24.
[0027] As shown in Figs. 2, 6 and 8, the valve operating device 31 comprises a drive timing gear 32 secured to the
crankshaft 13, a driven timing gear 33 rotatably supported on a support shaft 34 supported between the jointed surfaces
of the cylinder block 6 and the crankcase 7 and driven at a 2:1 gear ratio by the drive timing gear 32, a cam 35 integrally
mounted to one end of the driven timing gear 33, a pair of cam followers 37, 38 supported on a cam follower shaft 36
provided in the cylinder block 6 so that they can be oscillated by the cam 35 about the cam follower shaft 36, a pair of
rocker arms 40, 41 supported on a rocker arm shaft 39 provided at the head portion of the cylinder block 6 and engaged
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at one end with valve heads of the intake and exhaust valves 29, 30, a pair of pushrods 42, 43 connecting the cam
followers 37, 38 to the other end of the rocker arms 40, 41, and valve springs 44, 45 urging the intake and exhaust
valves 29, 30 to close the valve. This valve operating device 31 opens the intake valve 29 during the intake stroke of
the piston 8 and opens the exhaust valve 30 during the exhaust stroke.
[0028] The oil reservoir chamber 22 and the crankcase chamber 23 communicate with each other through a com-
munication hole 46 cut in the crankshaft 13. An opening of the communication hole 46 opening into the oil reservoir
chamber 22 is located at the center of the oil reservoir chamber 22, and the amount of oil O stored in the oil reservoir
chamber 22 is set so that the opening end of the hole will not be submerged in the oil whether the engine E is tilted or
held upside down.
[0029] As shown in Figs. 2 and 7, beneath the crankcase 7 is formed a valve chamber 47 communicating to the
valve operation chamber 24 and also to the bottom part of the crankcase chamber 23 through a valve hole 48. In this
valve chamber 47 is installed a one-way valve 49 as a control valve that opens and closes the valve hole 48 according
to pressure pulsations of the crankcase chamber 23. The one-way valve 49 closes the valve hole 48 when the pressure
of the crankcase chamber 23 decreases and opens it when the pressure increases.
[0030] Also formed below the crankcase 7 is a U-shaped oil return chamber 50 that encloses the valve chamber 47
as shown in Fig. 7. The oil return chamber 50 communicates with the bottom part of the valve operation chamber 24
through a pair of small holes 51 that are disposed separately as far as possible from each other, on the other hand,
communicates with the oil reservoir chamber 22 through a pair of communication holes 52. The total cross-sectional
area of the communication holes 52 is set sufficiently larger than that of the small holes 51.
[0031] The valve chamber 47 and the oil return chamber 50 are formed by closing a recess on the under surface of
the crankcase 7 with a bottom plate 53. The bottom plate 53 is fastened to the crankcase 7 by the stud bolts 19 and
nuts 20.
[0032] As shown in Figs. 9 to 12, the head cover 26 has formed therein a gas-liquid separation chamber 71 into
which blow-by gases are introduced. The gas-liquid separation chamber 71 is defined by a square enclosing wall 72
integrally projecting from the inner surface of a ceiling wall 26a of the head cover 26 made of synthetic resin and by
an inner cover 73 of synthetic resin that covers the entire surface of the bottom of the enclosing wall 72. One side
portion of the enclosing wall 72 is formed with a notch-shaped inlet 71a for the gas-liquid separation chamber 71. Two
side portions of the enclosing wall 72 adjoining the one side portion are integrally connected to the inner surface of the
circumferential wall of the head cover 26 through reinforcing ribs 74. The reinforcing ribs 74 and the circumferential
wall half of the head cover 26 together define an inlet chamber 75 into which the inlet 71a opens. An integral extension
portion 73a is defined integrally on the inner cover 73, which covers the surface of the bottom of the inlet chamber 75.
The extension portion 73a abuts against the inner part of the circumferential wall of the head cover 26 opposed to the
inlet 71a. On both sides of this engaged part of the wall air vent gaps 76 are formed between the wall and the extension
portion 73a. First winding paths 77 extending from the air vent gaps 76 to the inlet 71a are formed in the inlet chamber
75. The first winding paths 77 are formed by a pair of first obstruction walls 781 integrally protruding from the inner
surface of the ceiling wall 26a of the head cover 26 and disposed on both sides of the inlet 71a and by a second
obstruction wall 782 rising from the upper surface of the inner cover 73 and facing the inlet 71a. These first and second
obstruction walls 781, 782 are of course set lower in height than the enclosing wall 72 to allow the passage of blow-by
gases.
[0033] In the gas-liquid separation chamber 71 there is installed a third obstruction wall 783 that is angularly U-
shaped in cross section and integrally projecting from the inner surface of the ceiling wall 26a of the head cover 26,
with its open portion directed in an opposite direction of the inlet 71a. The lower end of the third obstruction wall 783
abuts the inner cover 73, and a plurality of locking projections 80 formed at the lower ends of the third obstruction wall
783 and the enclosing wall 72 are inserted through locking holes 81 of the inner cover 73 and then fused and caulked
to secure the inner cover 73 to the enclosing wall 72 and the third obstruction wall 783.
[0034] The head cover 26, the inner cover 73 and the third obstruction wall 783 are connected with a breather outlet
tube 82 that extends through their side walls. The breather outlet tube 82 has an inner end tube 82a projecting into
and opening into the third obstruction wall 783 at a height corresponding to a central part of the gas-liquid separation
chamber 71 and also an outer end tube 82b projecting to the outside of the head cover 26. The outer end tube 82b is
connected with a rubber breather tube 83 that opens into the air cleaner 4. The breather outlet tube 82 and the breather
tube 83 together form a breather passage 84. The third obstruction wall 783 forms a second winding path 79 between
the inlet 71a of the gas-liquid separation chamber 71 and the breather outlet tube 82.
[0035] An outer cover 85 of synthetic resin is fused to the outer surface of the ceiling wall 26a of the head cover 26
to form a flat suction chamber 86. A plurality of suction tubes 87 (two in the example shown) communicating to the
suction chamber 86 are formed integrally with the ceiling wall 26a of the head cover 26 and located at inner opposite
corners of the enclosing wall 72 and the third obstruction wall 783. These suction tubes 87 are provided at their lower
end with a first oil suction hole 881 facing the upper surface of the inner cover 73 with a small clearance therebetween.
The ceiling wall 26a of the gas-liquid separation chamber 71 is formed with one or more second oil suction holes 882
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reaching the suction chamber 86. The gas-liquid separation chamber 71 therefore has the first and second oil suction
holes 881, 882 above and below the inner end tube 82a of the breather passage 84.
[0036] Further, the ceiling wall 26a of the head cover 26 is formed with third oil suction holes 883 at four corners
around the gas-liquid separation chamber 71 that reach the suction chamber 86. The opening areas of the first, second
and third oil suction holes 881, 882 and 883 are set smaller than that of the inner end tube 82a of the breather passage 84.
[0037] The suction chamber 86 communicates to the oil return chamber 50 through an oil passage 58 formed in the
cylinder block 6 and the crankcase 7. The oil passage 58 has a larger cross-sectional area than the total cross-sectional
area of the first, second and third oil suction holes 881, 882 and 883.
[0038] During the operation of the engine E, the pressure of the crankcase chamber 23 pulsates to a positive and a
negative pressure alternately due to vertical reciprocating motion of a piston 5. When the pressure of the crankcase
chamber 23 is positive, the one-way valve 49 opens to release the positive pressure to the valve chamber 47 side.
When the pressure of the crankcase chhamber is negative, the one-way valve 49 closes to block the backflow of the
positive pressure from the valve chamber 47. The pressure in the crankcase chamber 23 is therefore kept at a negative
pressure on average.
[0039] The valve chamber 47, the valve operation chamber 24 and the gas-liquid separation chamber 71, which are
interconnected with each other, communicate through the breather tube 83 to the interior of the air cleaner 4 with an
atmospheric pressure. Thus, these three chambers 47, 24, 71 have pressures substantially equal to the atmosphere.
[0040] Since the oil reservoir chamber 22 communicates with the crankcase chamber 23 through the communication
hole 46, a pressure of the oil reservoir chamber 22 is equal to or slightly higher than the pressure of the crankcase
chamber 23.
[0041] Since the oil return chamber 50 communicates to the oil reservoir chamber 22 via the communication holes
52 and also to the valve operation chamber 24 via the small holes 51, the pressure of the oil return chamber 50 is
equal to or slightly higher than the oil reservoir chamber 22.
[0042] The suction chamber 86 communicates to the oil return chamber 50 through the oil passage 58 and also to
the valve operation chamber 24 through the first, second and third oil suction holes 881, 882 and 883. The pressure of
the uppermost level chamber 50 is therefore equal to or slightly higher than that of the oil return chamber 22.
[0043] The pressure relationship among these chambers can be expressed as follows.

where Pc is a pressure in the crankcase chamber 23, Po is a pressure in the oil reservoir chamber 22, Pr is a pressure
of the oil return chamber 50, Pt is a pressure of the suction chamber 86, and Pv is a pressure of the valve operation
chamber 24.
During engine operation, therefore, the oil pressure flows in the following route.

[0044] When the rotation of the crankshaft 13 causes the oil slinger 25 to agitate the lubricating oil O in the oil reservoir
chamber 22, oil mist is produced and taken into the crankcase chamber 23 through the communication hole 46 by

Pc ≤ Po ≤ Pr ≤ Pt < Pv
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suction to lubricate the crank portion 13a, the piston 8 and surrounding thereof. The oil mist is then moved along with
blow-by gases generated in the crankcase chamber 23 from the valve hole 48 of the one-way valve 49 to the valve
chamber 47 and accordingly to the valve operation chamber 24, where it lubricates each part of the valve operating
device 31.
[0045] The oil mist and blow-by gas then flow through the air vent gaps 76 between the inner wall of the head cover
26 and the extension portion 73a of the inner cover 73 and into the first winding paths 77, where they are separated
into gas and liquid. The separated oil falls flowing from the small holes 51 in the bottom of the valve operation chamber
24 into the oil return chamber 50, from which it is further returned to the oil reservoir chamber 22.
[0046] The blow-by gas carrying some oil mist that has flowed past the first winding paths 77 now enters the gas-
liquid separation chamber 71 from its inlet 71a and, while moving through the second winding path 79, is separated
into gas and liquid. The blow-by gas removed of oil flows through the breather passage 84 out into the air cleaner 4.
When the oil separated in the gas-liquid separation chamber 71 is accumulated to some degree at the bottom of the
chamber, it is drawn from the first oil suction holes 881 through the suction tubes 87 into the suction chamber 86, from
which it is returned through the oil passage 58 to the oil return chamber 50 and to the oil reservoir chamber 22.
[0047] Even when the engine E is operated in an inverted attitude, the oil mist can be produced to lubricate parts as
when it is in a normal upright position.
[0048] In this inverted position, the suction chamber 86 is situated at the lowermost level of the engine E, so that the
oil liquefied in the valve operation chamber 24 remains on the ceiling wall 26a of the chamber 24 and is drawn through
the third oil suction holes 883 into the suction chamber 86. At this time, since the third oil suction holes 883 are provided
at four corners of the ceiling wall 26a, at least one of the third oil suction holes 883 is submerged in the oil collected
on the ceiling wall 26a, in whichever direction the engine E is tilted. Thus, the oil can reliably be drawn into the suction
chamber 86. The oil liquefied in the gas-liquid separation chamber 71 remains on the ceiling wall 26a of the chamber
71 and is drawn into the second oil suction holes 882. The oil that was drawn into the suction chamber 86 is returned
through the oil passage 58 to the oil return chamber 50 and the oil reservoir chamber 22, as described above.
[0049] The blow-by gas removed of oil flows through the breather passage 84 out into the air cleaner 4 as in the
previous case.
[0050] In this way, even when the engine E is held upside down, the oil mist lubricates the engine parts and the oil
mist and blow-by gas are separated into gas and liquid, and then the separated oil can be returned to the oil reservoir
chamber 22 and the blow-by gas to the air cleaner 4. This means that the power trimmer T can tolerate operations in
any attitude or direction. Further, since the circulation of lubricating oil utilizes the pressure pulsations of the crankcase
chamber 23, an expensive oil pump is not needed.
[0051] Returning again to Fig. 2, the outer end portion of the crankshaft 13 on the valve operation chamber 24 is
securely fitted with a rotor 61 with cooling vanes 60 of a flywheel magneto 59. An ignition coil 62 cooperating with the
rotor 61 is secured to the cylinder block 6. A centrifugal clutch 64 is interposed between the rotor 61 and a drive shaft
63 for the working machine. The centrifugal clutch 64 comprises a plurality of clutch shoes 65 supported on the rotor
61 so that their diameter can be expanded, a clutch spring 66 urging the clutch shoes to reduce their diameter, and a
clutch drum 67 enclosing the clutch shoes 65 and secured to the drive shaft 63. When the rotor 61 rotates at a speed
equal to or greater than a predetermined revolution, the clutch shoes 65 expand their diameter to press against the
inner circumferential surface of the clutch drum 67, thereby transmitting the output torque of the crankshaft 13 to the
drive shaft 63.
[0052] The engine body 1 is mounted with a shroud 69 that encloses the head portion of the engine body 1 and the
flywheel magneto 59, and which also defines a cooling air passage 68 between the engine body 1 and the flywheel
magneto. Between the centrifugal clutch 64 and the shroud 69 a ring-shaped inlet 68i of the cooling air passage 68 is
provided. The shroud 69 has an outlet 68o on the opposite side thereof.
[0053] When the rotor 61 is rotating, the wind generated by the cooling blades 60 flows through the cooling air
passage 68 to cool respective parts of the engine E.
[0054] Mounted on the outer side of the crankcase 7 on the oil reservoir chamber 22 side is a known recoil type
starter 70 that can crank the crankshaft 13. This starter 70 is arranged to project from the outer surface of the shroud
69 from the standpoint of operability. Since this starter 70 is arranged on the outside of and adjacent to the oil reservoir
chamber 22, no dead space is formed on the inner side of the starter 70, contributing to a reduction in the size of the
engine E.
[0055] For example, the one-way valve 49 may be replaced with a rotary valve that is interlocked with the rotation
of the crankshaft 13. Further, the enclosing wall 72 and the inner cover 73 may be formed integrally. The breather
passage 84 may also be open to the atmosphere.
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Claims

1. A breather device for an engine, comprising:

a gas-liquid separation chamber (71) communicating with a crankcase chamber (23) in an engine;
a control valve installed in a communicating passage (47,24) between the crankcase chamber and the gas-
liquid separation chamber to pass positive pulsating pressures generated in the crankcase chamber;
a breather passage (84) opening the gas-liquid separation chamber to an intake system of the engine or to
the atmosphere;
first and second oil suction holes (881,882) arranged respectively below and above an inner end (82a) of the
breather passage (84) which opens into the gas-liquid separation chamber (71); and
an oil passage (58) communicating the first and second oil suction holes to an oil reservoir chamber (22)
having a pressure lower than that of the gas-liquid separation chamber.

2. A breather device for an engine according to claim 1, wherein a winding path (77,79) is formed between an inlet
of the gas-liquid separation chamber and the breather passage.

3. A breather device for an engine according to claim 1 or 2, wherein a suction chamber (86) communicating with
said oil passage (58) is formed above the gas-liquid separation chamber (71) with a separation wall (26a) interposed
therebetween, the separation wall is formed with a suction tube communicating with the suction chamber, the first
oil suction hole (881) formed at a lower end of the suction tube is set close to a bottom wall of the gas-liquid
separation chamber, and the second oil suction hole (882) communicating the gas-liquid separation chamber and
the suction chamber with each other is formed in the separation wall.

4. A breather device for an engine according to claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein a valve operation chamber (24) communicating
with the crankcase chamber (23) through the control valve (49) is formed at a bottom wall thereof with small holes
(51) communicating with the oil reservoir chamber (22), and a ceiling portion of the valve operation chamber is
formed with the gas-liquid separation chamber communicating with the valve operation chamber and also formed
with a third oil suction hole (883) communicating with the oil passage (58).

5. A breather device for an engine according to claim 4, wherein the valve operation chamber (24) is formed with a
winding path (77,79) communicating the valve operation chamber to an inlet of the gas-liquid separation chamber
(71).

6. An engine comprising a breather device as claimed in any preceding claim.

Patentansprüche

1. Entlüftungsvorrichtung für eine Brennkraftmaschine, umfassend eine Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer (71), die in
einer Brennkraftmaschine mit einer Kurbelgehäusekammer (23) in Verbindung steht, ein Steuer-/Regelventil, be-
festigt in einem Verbindungsdurchgang (47, 24) zwischen der Kurbelgehäusekammer und der Gas-Flüssigkeits-
Trennkammer, um pulsierende Überdrücke, die in der Kurbelgehäusekammer erzeugt werden, durchzuleiten, ein
Entlüftungsdurchgang (84), der die Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer zu einem Einlasssystem der Brennkraftma-
schine oder zur Umgebung öffnet, erste und zweite Ölansauglöcher (881, 882), die unter bzw. über einem inneren
Ende (82a) des Entlüftungsdurchgangs (84), der sich in die Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer (71) öffnet, angeordnet
sind und ein Öldurchgang (58), der die ersten und zweiten Ölansauglöcher mit einer Ölspeicherkammer (22) ver-
bindet, die einen geringeren Druck als den der Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer aufweist.

2. Entlüftungsvorrichtung für eine Brennkraftmaschine nach Anspruch 1, wobei eine gewundene Bahn (77, 79) zwi-
schen einem Eingang der Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer und dem Entlüftungsdurchgang ausgebildet ist.

3. Entlüftungsvorrichtung für eine Brennkraftmaschine nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei eine Ansaugkam-
mer (86), die mit dem Öldurchgang (58) in Verbindung steht, über der Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer (71) mit
einer dazwischen eingeschobenen Trennwand (26a) ausgebildet ist, wobei die Trennwand mit einem Ansaugrohr
ausgebildet ist, das mit der Ansaugkammer in Verbindung steht, das an einem unteren Ende des Ansaugrohrs
ausgebildete erste Ölansaugloch (881) ist nahe an eine Bodenwand der Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer gesetzt
und das zweite Ölansaugloch (882), das die Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer und die Ansaugkammer miteinander
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verbindet, ist in der Trennwand ausgebildet.

4. Entlüftungsvorrichtung für eine Brennkraftmaschine nach einem der Ansprüche 1, 2 oder 3, wobei eine durch das
Steuer-/Regelventil (49) mit der Kurbelgehäusekammer (23) in Verbindung stehende Ventilarbeitskammer (24) an
einer unteren Bodenwand davon mit kleinen Löchern (51) ausgebildet ist, die mit der Ölspeicherkammer (22) in
Verbindung stehen, und ein Deckenabschnitt der Ventilarbeitskammer ist mit der Gas-Flüssigkeits-Trennkammer,
die mit der Ventilarbeitskammer in Verbindung steht, ausgebildet und auch mit einem dritten, mit dem Öldurchgang
(58) in Verbindung stehenden Ölansaugloch (883) ausgebildet.

5. Entlüftungsvorrichtung für eine Brennkraftmaschine nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Ventilarbeitskammer (24) mit einer
gewundenen Bahn (77, 79) ausgebildet ist, die die Ventilarbeitskammer mit einem Eingang der Gas-Flüssigkeits-
Trennkammer verbindet.

6. Eine Brennkraftmaschine, umfassend eine Entlüftungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d'aération destiné à un moteur, comportant :

une chambre de séparation gaz-liquide (71) communiquant avec une chambre de carter-moteur (23) d'un
moteur,
une vanne de commande installée dans un passage de communication (47, 24) entre la chambre de carter-
moteur et la chambre de séparation gaz-liquide, pour faire passer des pressions pulsées positives générées
dans la chambre de carter-moteur,
un passage d'aération (84) ouvrant la chambre de séparation gaz-liquide vers un système d'admission du
moteur ou vers l'atmosphère,
des premier et deuxième trous d'aspiration d'huile (881, 882) agencés respectivement au-dessous et au-des-
sus d'une extrémité intérieure (82a) du passage d'aération (84) qui s'ouvre dans la chambre de séparation
gaz-liquide (71), et
un passage d'huile (58) faisant communiquer les premier et deuxième trous d'aspiration d'huile avec une
chambre de réservoir d'huile (22) ayant une pression inférieure à celle de la chambre de séparation gaz-liquide.

2. Dispositif d'aération destiné à un moteur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un trajet sinueux (77, 79) est formé
entre une entrée de la chambre de séparation gaz-liquide et le passage d'aération.

3. Dispositif d'aération destiné à un moteur selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel une chambre d'aspiration (86)
communiquant avec ledit passage d'huile (58) est formée au-dessus de la chambre de séparation gaz-liquide (71),
une paroi de séparation (26a) étant interposée entre celles-ci, la paroi de séparation étant conformée avec un
tube d'aspiration communiquant avec la chambre d'aspiration, le premier trou d'aspiration d'huile (881) formé au
niveau d'une extrémité inférieure du tube d'aspiration étant établi à proximité d'une paroi inférieure de la chambre
de séparation gaz-liquide, et le second trou d'aspiration d'huile (882) faisant communiquer la chambre de sépara-
tion gaz-liquide et la chambre d'aspiration l'une avec l'autre étant formé dans la paroi de séparation.

4. Dispositif d'aération destiné à un moteur selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, dans lequel une chambre d'actionnement
de vanne (24) communiquant avec la chambre de carter-moteur (23) à travers la vanne de commande (49) est
conformée, au niveau d'une paroi inférieure de celle-ci, avec de petits trous (51) communiquant avec la chambre
de réservoir d'huile (22), et une partie de plafond de la chambre d'actionnement de vanne est conformée avec la
chambre de séparation gaz-liquide qui communique avec la chambre d'actionnement de vanne, et est également
conformée avec un troisième trou d'aspiration d'huile (883) communiquant avec le passage d'huile (58)

5. Dispositif d'aération destiné à un moteur selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la chambre d'actionnement de vanne
(24) est conformée avec un trajet sinueux (77, 79) faisant communiquer la chambre d'actionnement de vanne avec
une entrée de la chambre de séparation gaz-liquide (71).

6. Moteur comportant un dispositif d'aération selon l'une quelconques des revendications précédentes.
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